Assets and Related Issues

This gadget displays all inventories grouped by their forms, displaying their attributes and related issues.

Click Add Gadget button in your favourite dashboard and type AIP in search bar to filter Assets and Inventory Plugin gadgets.

Scroll down to AIP Assets and Related Issues and click Add gadget button.

All assets grouped by forms are displayed in the gadget. When clicking an asset the attributes and related issues are shown as below.
Assets and Related Issues

GPU (24)

Personal Computers (9)
  John Sober's Computer
  Kemal's computer
  Pinar's computer
  Sally's Computer
  Stephanie's computer
  Steven Frazier's Computer
  Thomas Tanker's Computer
  Tony's Computer
  Tyler's computer

Printers (2)

Servers (9)

Storage (4)

Switches (2)

Computer Name: tdurden
First Name: Tyler
Last Name: Durden
Serial Number: S23-33422-3434
License Key: LSN-23423211
IP: 192.168.12.23
Organization: Soap R&D Department
JIRA User: tdurden
CPU: Intel Core i7 3.5Ghz
Memory: 8 GB
Keyboard: Standard Windows Q
Mouse: Optical Mouse
Monitor: HP 2311x

BAR-22: Memory upgrade to 16GB

Edit Tyler's computer